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From the emulator\User.ini file with “xboxdrv.ini”, I changed the following configuration: “; true,0;” to “; false,0;”. Then, I restarted
the emulator and connected the console to the USB port. I opened the emulator and proceeded to “Configure External Controller”.

PitFighter Pit Fighter is one of the top freeware games for the Atari 2600. The game includes six single player levels. Three levels are a
flight course, and the other three are a maze. Two other levels are two player mode. You have to use skill and strategy to get through

the course. Some of the character have jetpacks, which allows them to fly. The joystick has three modes: fly, charge, and jump. During
the fly mode you use the joystick to maneuver the character around the screen. In the charge mode, you can charge the jetpack and go
into the air. The jump mode has the joystick serve as a springboard to jump off the screen. Kabuki Warriors This is a very old arcade

game for the Atari 2600. You have to collect as many stars as you can in order to get through each level. The game includes four
different levels. In each level, you have to use speed and agility to get through it. Each level is like a mini-course. Some of the levels
have items, which you can collect. During the play mode you can click on the “X” on the screen to retreat. Also, when you run out of

health, you have to wait for the health bar to refill. Some of the characters have special weapons which make them invincible.
HangmanA Hangman is a simple word game. You have to guess the letters of a word. As you guess each letter of the word, it’s going to

get longer and longer. If you guess wrong, you lose points. You have to use your keyboard to guess the letters. The keys are: “0” and
“9”, to guess one letter. “!”, to guess a letter. The command line for Hangman is: “hg – 0 – 9! – /usr/local/bin/hangman”. For example: “
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